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NRC Comments - Mail Control No. 579934 
Item No. NRC Comment Response 


1 
Stated that comparison should be to the Sch. 


A limits, not to 2xSch.A Limits to meet the 


1/1000 outlier requirement. 


Thank you for the suggestion regarding investigating using the standard LLD-


95% method.  We have modified the procedure accordingly and eliminated the 


2 x Sch. A and 50% of Sch. A aspects of the calculations. 


2 


States that the procedure should specify the 


net counts at which we conclude the activity 


exceeds the Schedule A limits and that this 


level is the decision level Lc.  The last line of 


the comment states: “..then Lc …would be 


the level at which the Appendix A limits 


would be exceeded.”  


 


Please review the definitions of these terms.  The LLD and Lc are not levels at 


which regulatory limits apply.  They refer to the properties of the detection 


system to detect activity above background, not a regulatory limit.  The count 


rate that corresponds to the most restrictive of the Sch. A limits is termed the 


“Investigation Level” in our procedure.  We have changed the term to “Action 


Level” to make clearer.  The LLD must be less than the Action Level for the 


analysis technique to be able to identify activity above the Sch. A limits 


adequately.  See 


http://www.nukeworker.com/forum/index.php?topic=18295.0;imode for a short 


explanation of these terms. 


 


We believe you meant Lower Control Level in you comment rather than Lc.  In 


that case, we agree and have reduced the Action Levels to account for the LCL.  


3.a. 
Identifies a typographical error in the Ce-144 


beta efficiency. 


The equation for Ce-144 is corrected with 0.14 as the beta efficiency.   


3.b. 


Questions a possible discrepancy in the use 


of 2pi and 4pi efficiencies. 


We use 4pi efficiency in the equations because we want to calculate total 


emission from the entire sample, not just in one direction.  The equations are 


correct.  


3.c. 


Requests a revised procedure of how 


counting efficiencies are obtained. 


The procedure is expanded to explain that we have used Ludlum’s quoted 


efficiencies for purposes of writing the procedure, but when we eventually 


implement the procedure, actual efficiencies will be determined using NIST-


traceable radionuclide standards. 
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3.d. 


Requests the basis for a C-14 counting 


efficiency of 0.05. 


Our contractor, CoPhysics Corporation, has calibrated numerous types of beta 


detectors in the past including GM, gas proportional and beta scintillation.  


Their efficiencies normally are in the 0.05 to 0.11 range.  0.05 is used for the 


purposes of development of this procedure.  The actual efficiency for each 


detector setup used for gem analysis will be determined when first constructed 


and annually thereafter. 


4. 


Questions the use of Cs-137 to determine 


efficiency for Ce-144. 


We agree and have changed the procedure to include a specific Ce-144 


efficiency determination.  Cs-137 will be used only to determine the capability 


of the detector to detect higher energy gamma rays that may be emitted from 


other possible unknown radionuclides. 


5. 
Questions regarding background 


determination. 


The section on background counting (5.2.3) has been expanded to answer these 


questions. 


6. 


Questions regarding verification of the 


counting system’s low-level counting 


capability. 


We have added a QA/QC procedure that involves counting Ce-144 or C-14 


low-level spiked standards made up so that their concentrations are less than the 


Schedule A limit.  
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1 Introduction 
A methodology is described here to perform radiological analysis of irradiated gemstones to meet 


USNRC requirements for distribution to the general public.  The gemstones must be analyzed before 


distribution to determine if they contain accelerator-produced radioactivity (activation products).   


The laboratory will assess the concentration of activation products in the gems and will certify that 


they meet USNRC requirements by issuing a Certificate of Compliance or otherwise will issue a 


Notice of Rejection. 


 


Briefly, the methodology involves a preliminary beta-gamma screening analysis and then, if any 


radioactivity is detected over an Action Level, the sample would be rejected or a specific 


radionuclide determination would be performed.  The preliminary screening involves counting the 


gross beta-gamma emission from the diamonds while arranged in a single layer dish using a gross 


beta-gamma detector with a counting efficiency, background, and counting time all designed to 


achieve the lower limit of detection necessary to detect the Action Level. 


 


The analytical methods, quality assurance procedures, and reporting prescribed in this document 


should be coupled with the distributor’s own radioactive materials handling and quality assurance 


procedures to present an NRC-compliant distribution program. 


 


This procedure is applicable to any type of gemstone.  However, it was written with diamonds being 


the main type of gem analyzed. 


 


2 Sample Characteristics 
Typically, gemstones irradiated with less than 1.67 MeV electrons will have no incorporated 


activation products.   This is because there are no photo-neutron or disintegration reactions created 


by electrons or bremsstrahlung radiation at energies of 1.67 MeV or lower.  At high electron energies 


(several MeV), bremsstrahlung photons can result in neutron production due to (γ,n) reactions.  


These neutrons have the potential to create radioactive elements by various interactions such as (n,γ) 


or (n,p).  The material with the lowest threshold for neutron production is 
9
Be which requires a 


photon energy greater than 1.67 MeV for neutron production to occur.   References 11 and 12 discuss 


higher irradiation energies (> 5 MeV) above which neutron production becomes more likely and thus 


induction of radioactivity in gemstones has been observed. 


 


Regardless of quoted accelerator energy, the USNRC has required that irradiated gemstones be 


analyzed in case actual irradiation energies unknowingly exceed the 1.67 MeV threshold for neutron 


production and thus activation. 


 


Topaz, a silica-based gem with metal inclusions, is one of the most widely-sold irradiated gemstones. 


Gamma-ray emitting radioisotopes of cobalt, manganese, zinc, copper and europium may occur 


depending on geologic origin and accelerator operating energy.   However, diamonds, a carbon-based 


gemstone, may also have carbon-14 created as an activation product.  While carbon-12 is not 


susceptible to neutron activation to radiocarbon, 1.1% of natural carbon is carbon-13 which can be 


neutron-activated to carbon-14, a non-gamma, pure beta emitter.  Therefore, this procedure is written 
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such that both beta and gamma emitters are assessed and their concentration compared to applicable 


guidelines. 


 


Samples for analysis will consist of batches of gemstones that have also been irradiated as a batch.  


Considering that the gemstones in a batch are typically obtained from a single geological region and 


are irradiated together, the degree of possible activation from gem to gem should be fairly uniform, 


within a tight deviation.  However, there always is the possibility of an outlier, therefore this method 


addresses that potentiality per USNRC requirements. 


 


3 General Methodology 
 


Numerous types of analysis systems were considered and tested for use in analyzing gemstones.  The 


laboratory has found that the best overall method of sensitivity, accuracy, ability to meet regulatory 


requirements, and cost is to conduct a two-step process initially using gross beta-gamma counting 


and then, if necessary, isotope identification and quantification. 


 


The first step is a gross beta-gamma count using a detection system with sufficient sensitivity to 


detect radionuclide concentrations at an Action Level conservatively set to the most restrictive of the 


Schedule A limits.  If the detected net radioactivity is less than the Action Level or, if no 


radioactivity is detected, the analysis system is proven to be able to detect the Action Level, then the 


sample of gems will be released (by issuance of a Certificate of Analysis).   


 


The type of detector chosen for initial screening is a thin window, Xenon-filled gas proportional 


detector e.g., Ludlum Model 44-92 or LND Models 49727 or 4314. (Experimentation regarding 


better performing types of detectors is ongoing and the Laboratory Director may substitute a better 


performing type of beta-gamma detector based on supporting calculations which will be kept on file 


as part of the Quality Assurance Program.)  Photos of instrumentation and testing are shown in the 


Appendix. 


 


Specifications for the Ludlum 44-92 installed in a 4” lead shield were obtained from the manufacture 


or were estimated based on use of similar detectors at the laboratory.  These specifications are used 


in the example Action Level calculations below.  These Action Level calculations will be performed 


anytime a new detector is installed or a change in counting efficiency or background occurs. 


 


If detectable radioactivity exceeds the Action Level, then the sample will either be rejected or a 


spectroscopic analysis will be performed.  Spectroscopic analysis will consist of gamma emitter 


assessment via HPGe detector and beta absorber test to assess the energy of beta emitters present.  


However, in most cases, when the Action Level is exceeded during initial screening, no isotopic 


analysis would be performed; the batch would normally be rejected unless the value of the gems is 


very high. 
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4 Regulatory Requirements 


4.1 Release Limits 


In 10CFR 32.1 1(c), the USNRC requires that gemstones to be distributed to the general public may 


not contain concentrations of induced radioactivity exceeding the concentrations listed in 


10CFR30.70 Schedule A.  The specific radionuclides that may occur in irradiated gemstones are 


given in References 11, 12, and 13.  Because diamonds consist of carbon, C-14 is also added to the 


list.  


 


The limits for some of the more common activation products with half-lives greater than 2 days 


specified in 10CFR30.70 Schedule A (in units of pCi/g) follow: 


 


 


Table 3.1 – Selected Activation Products and 30.70 Sch. A Limits 


Nuclide Half-life 


Predominate 


Radiation 


Emitted 


Concentration Limit 


(pCi/g) 


C-14 5715 y beta 8000 


Cr-51 27.7 d gamma 20,000 


Ce-144 285 d beta, gamma 100 


Ag-110m 250 d beta, gamma 300 


Ag-111 7.5 d beta, gamma 400 


Ba-140 12.8 d beta, gamma 300 


 


 


Radionuclide concentrations in gemstones must be less than the above limits for the radionuclides 


that are actually present including the sum of the ratios for multiple radionuclides if detected.  


Because the initial screening step in the process does not quantify individual radionuclides, the 


screening Action Level corresponding to the above release limits is calculated later in this section as 


the count rate that would result from the most restrictive of the above radionuclides. 


 


If no radioactivity is detected, then the laboratory must also prove that the measurement system has a 


sufficient lower limit of detection (LLD) to be able to detect the most restrictive of likely 


radionuclides.  Calculation of LLD’s is discussed in a later section. 


 


Additionally, because the stones are analyzed in batches (each stone is not quantitatively measured), 


there is another NRC requirement that there is less than 1 chance out of 1000 that any individual 


outlier stone does not exceed 2 times the applicable 10CFR30.70 Schedule A maximum value (for 


single or multiple radionuclides).  This is discussed in later sections. 


 


Manufacturer’s specifications and initial tests using similar detectors have been used in this 


procedure to estimate the performance of the proposed system for the purposes of the license 
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application.  Actual detector parameters will be determined and used to calculate system-specific 


Action Levels upon setup of each working system. 


 


 


4.2 Action Levels 


The initial screening will be performed using a gross beta-gamma count to determine if any 


significant radioactivity is present before spectroscopic analysis or rejection is deemed necessary.  


The net count rate above background resulting from a batch of gems containing the Schedule A 


concentration of the most restrictive of the potential radionuclides is termed the Action Level.  To 


determine the Action Level, the potential activation products listed in Table 3.1 were used in a 


minimum detectable concentration (MDC) analysis.  The results of the analysis showed that the most 


restrictive action level for beta+gamma emitters was Ce-144, due to its low release limit, and for 


pure beta emitters, C-14, due to its low counting efficiency.   Ce-144 could be produced in diamonds 


from activation of trace quantities of cerium.  Because approximately 1% of a diamond’s makeup is 


C-13, the formation of C-14 is a potentiality, so the C-14 Action Level is also important.   


 


Therefore, we have calculated count rate Action Levels for both C-14 and Ce-144.    The lowest 


action level of these will be the main Action Level at which further analysis or rejection will be 


necessary. 


 


The calculated Action Level will be further reduced by 2 standard deviations of the analysis 


uncertainty to the Lower Control Limit (LCL) thus limiting the probability of false negatives to less 


than 5%. 


 


4.2.1 Calculation of Action Level based on Ce-144 


The lowest release limit of the expected radionuclides is cerium-144.  Therefore setting the Action 


Level at the Ce-144 concentration in 10CFR30.70 Schedule A would be a conservative assumption 


for the gross beta-gamma screening analysis.   


 


Count Rate based on Ce-144 at Sch. A Limit = 100 pCi/g x 100 g/batch x 2.22 dpm/pCi  


                      x (0.11 gam/dis x 0.016 c/gam + 1.0 beta/dis x 0.14 c/beta x 0.2 SA)  


 


 = 660 cpm per batch 


  


Where  100 pCi/g is the Ce-144 10CFR30.70 Appendix A concentration 


 100 grams = mass of batch (maximum to fit in one layer under the detector) 


 0.11 gammas emitted per disintegration Ce-144 


 0.016 = counting efficiency in counts per gamma emitted 4pi (quoted by manufacturer) 


 1.0 betas emitted per disintegration Ce-144 


 0.14 = counting efficiency in counts per beta emitted 4pi for the dish geometry (estimated  


  from the manufacturer’s efficiency for Tc-99 which has a similar beta  


  energy as Ce-144)  


            0.2 = sample self-absorption factor (SA) for Ce-144 beta emission through 0.24 cm thick 
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  diamond sample (estimated from a self-absorption curve using Tc-99 which has a 


  similar energy as Ce-144)         


 


For the purposes of this example calculation, if we assume that the counting time is 10 minutes, the 


Lower Control Limit of the Action Level would be the above release limit count rate reduced by 2 


SD’s of the counting uncertainty as follows: 


 


100 g Action Level (LCL) based on Ce-144 =~ 660 cpm – 2 x sqrt(660 cpm/10 min) = 644 cpm 


 


 


4.2.2 Calculation of Action Level based on C-14 


Because carbon-14 is one of the more difficult-to-detect beta emitters and is one of the most highly 


expected of the activation products possible in diamonds, the screening action level is also calculated 


for C-14 in this section. 


 


The usual determination of a beta emitter’s activity in a solid sample is to count the beta emission 


from the sample and then apply a counting efficiency (based on counting geometry) and a self-


absorption factor (to account for beta particles being absorbed within the sample matrix).  Because of 


the short range of C-14 beta particles in gemstones, this method provides poor accuracy.  The 


thickness of the sample is far greater than the range of the C-14 beta particle and greater than 99% of 


the beta emission does not enter the detector.  The C-14 beta emission observed by the detector 


would only come from the top 0.01 cm of source regardless of how thick the source is.  So for 


gemstones with a given radionuclide concentration, the count rate would not increase as the 


thickness and mass of the sample increases – the count rate is only dependent on the concentration 


and the area of the source.  Therefore the Action Level is alternatively calculated below as an 


infinitely thick sample with a concentration at the 10CFR30.70 limit as follows: 


 


Count Rate based on C-14 at Sch. A Limit = 8000 pCi/g  x 2.22 dpm/pCi  x 3.5 g/cm3 x 0.050 c/d  


 


 x 0.23 cm
2
 /gem x 500 gems/batch x  ∫e-upt


 dt cm = 568 cpm per batch 


 


Where  8000 pCi/g is the C-14 10CFR30.70 Appendix A concentration 


 3.5 g/cm
3
 = density of diamond 


 0.050  = counting efficiency in counts per beta emitted 4pi for the specific detector 


   and operating voltage used. 


            0.23 cm
2
 = plan view area of a 1-carat diamond (assumes spherical shape) 


 ∫e-upt
 dt     = 0.00159 cm = integrated fractional transmission of beta particles through a  


   carbon medium  


  Where u = absorption coefficient = 180 cm2/g for C-14 betas in carbon 


   p = 3.5 g/cm
3
 = density of diamond 


   t = thickness integrated from 0 to infinity 


 


 Assumptions: C-14 concentration is uniform throughout each gem, each gem is a 1-carat  


   Sphere with a 0.23 cm diameter; there are 500 gems in the 100 g batch. 
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 Note: The above calculation is for the purposes of license application. The actual C-14  


 counting efficiency will be determined using a NIST-traceable standard solution dried  


 within a carbonate salt layer in the same geometry as the gem sample tray.  


 


For the purposes of this example calculation, if we assume that the counting time is 10 minutes, the 


Lower Control Limit of the Action Level would be the above release limit count rate reduced by 2 


SD’s of the counting uncertainty as follows: 


 


100 g Action Level (LCL) based on C-14 = 568 cpm – 2 x sqrt(568 cpm/10 min) = 553 cpm 


 


 


 


4.2.3 Summary of Action Levels 


Count rate Action Levels (above background) were also calculated for other various batch sizes and 


are listed below along with the LLD for the proposed counting system.  (Note: the proposed system 


using a 10 minute counting time would not be sufficient to analyze a 1-gram batch; the counting time 


would have to be increased such that the LLD is much less than the Action Level.) 


 


Type of Action Level Ce-144 C-14 


LLD of proposed 


detection system using 


a 10-min. counting 


time (from Section 5) 


100 g Batch Action 


Level 
644 cpm 553 cpm 


6 cpm 


50 g Batch Action 


Level 
319 cpm 273 cpm 


10 g Batch Action 


Level 
61 cpm 52 cpm 


1 g Batch Action 


Level 
4.8 cpm 4.2 cpm 


 


 


For the proposed system, using example specifications, the C-14 Action Levels are lower than the 


Ce-144 Action Levels, therefore the main Action Level for the system would be 553 cpm for a 100-


gram batch. 
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5 Analysis 


5.1 Receipt of Samples 


All samples entering the laboratory are given a sample ID number and entered into the laboratory 


sample database.  Other sample-associated data such as origin, shipper name, analysis method to be 


used, date received, Chain of Custody number, etc. are also to be entered upon sample receipt.  The 


packing list or Chain of Custody record must be signed (if required) and filed by the person logging-


in the samples.  Any physical sample problems or discrepancies in the sample list must be resolved 


immediately with the responsible party.  
 


5.2 Initial Beta-Gamma Screening 


To determine if there is any detectable radioactivity in a sample of gems, a batch of approximately 


0.2 to 100 grams spread-out into a single layer is subjected to a gross beta-gamma count as an initial 


screening step. 


5.2.1 Detector Setup 


To perform the initial beta gamma screening, a thin-window, gas-filled, beta-gamma proportional 


detector is used.  The detector is surrounded by at least 4” of low-background lead shielding and any 


ancillary aluminum is removed to lower the background due to possible naturally-occurring 


radioactivity in the aluminum. The thin window is necessary to allow passage of low energy beta 


particles from C-14 and other beta emitters.  The a high-Z fill gas, such as xenon or argon, is 


necessary to provide a high atomic number medium which has a sufficient interaction rate with 


gamma rays from activation products.   


 


The detector is coupled to a single channel analyzer such as the Ludlum Measurements Model 2350, 


2221 or equivalent.  A voltage vs. count rate plateau curve is generated upon detector setup using C-


14 (beta) and Cs-137 (gamma) sources.  The operating voltage on the detector is set on the lower end 


of the plateau curves such that the system sensitivity is maximized for both C-14 and gamma 


emitters  (i.e., the counting efficiency divided by the square root of the background, E/sqrt(B), is 


maximized).   


 


5.2.2 Sample Size 


During counting of a gem sample, the gems must be arranged in a single layer in a counting dish to 


allow beta and gamma emissions from all gems to interact with the detector without being shielded 


by overlaying gems.  The size of the dish may range from 2” diameter (planchett) to an 


approximately 3” x 6” plate.  The entire dish must reside under the active area of the detector and the 


top of the gems must be within 0.5 cm of the detector window.   


 


The mass of the batch must also be measured before beta-gamma counting because the sample mass 


affects the Action Level and the LLD of the analysis system.  The counting time may be adjusted for 


batches with low mass (< 10 g) so that the LLD is much less than the Action Level. 
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Minimum sample size: 0.2 grams; Maximum sample size: 100 grams.  Larger lots will be separated 


into maximum sample sizes of about 100 grams each. (100 grams is approximately the most 


diamonds that can be arranged in a single layer under a 126 cm2 probe area for gross beta-gamma 


screening.) 


 


5.2.3 Counting Efficiency 


After setup of a counting system, its counting efficiencies for beta and gamma emitters are 


determined.  Three counting efficiencies are determined: one for Ce-144 (a main nuclide of interest), 


one for beta emitters using C-14 (a main nuclide of interest) and a general gamma counting 


efficiency using Cs-137 for other possible unknown gamma emitters. 


 


General Gamma-ray Counting Efficiency:  In order to determine the system’s capability to detect 


unknown gamma emitters, a general gamma counting efficiency is determined by counting a Cs-137 


source covered by a Lucite beta absorber so that only its gamma-ray emission is measured by the 


detector.  The gamma efficiency is then calculated by dividing the count rate by the known gamma 


emission activity corrected for gamma yield.   The gamma efficiency so determined is as a general 


gamma counting efficiency for LLD and gross gamma activity calculations.  If a gem sample is 


found to have detectable gamma-emitting radionuclides, then more specific gamma spectroscopy 


analyses may be performed per the procedure in Section 5.3.   


 


Ce-144 Counting Efficiency:  The Ce-144 counting efficiency (including self-absorption effects) is 


determined by counting a standard source made up of a Ce-144 standard solution dried within a 


sodium carbonate layer of approximately 0.23 cm thick, the thickness of a 1-carat gem.   


 


Beta Counting Efficiency: The beta counting efficiency (including self-absorption effects) is 


determined by counting a standard source made up of a C-14 standard solution dried within a sodium 


carbonate layer of approximately 0.23 cm thick, the thickness of a 1-carat gem.   


 


If other nuclides are found to be present, a standard of similar beta or gamma energy will be made up 


in this geometry in order to determine the counting efficiency and self-absorption. 


 


All radionuclide standards shall be NIST-traceable. 


 


Counting efficiencies shall be determined annually as part of each system’s annual calibration. 


 


5.2.4 Counting Time and Background Determination 


For such low-level analyses, count times in the 10 to 60 minute range are expected for the screening 


system depending on the mass of the batch and the actual efficiencies determined upon system setup.  


A background count is performed on a monthly basis for a period at least as long as for the sample, 


typically in the 1 to 4 hour range.  The exact background and sample count times will be adjusted to 


achieve LLD’s that are much less than the Action Level as shown in the following section. 
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5.2.5 Calculation of LLD 


After the background count rate and counting efficiencies are determined for a particular system, the 


necessary counting time is specified to achieve the desired Lower Limits of Detection (LLD) (ref 4).   


The LLD must be less than the Action Levels determined in Section 4.2. 


 


An example LLD calculation follows.  This calculation is performed upon initial set up of a system 


and each time the background or efficiency characteristics of the system changes.  If the LLD of the 


system is not less than the Action Level, the count shall be extended for sufficient time to achieve the 


desired LLD. 


  


LLD  = (2.71 + 2 x 1.645 x SQRT(2 x 5 cpm / 10 min) = 6 cpm 


 


Where  1.645 is the z-statistic for the 95% confidence level 


 5 cpm is the background count rate of the detector (to be specified for each individual  


  detector used) 


 10 =  counting time in minutes (to be adjusted to achieve the necessary LLD to detect 


                      the Action Level) 


 


The LLD of 6 cpm proves that the example counting system has the sensitivity to detect the most 


restrictive Action Levels as long as the sample mass is greater than about 10 grams as shown in 


Section 4.2.3.  For samples in range of a few grams or less, the counting time must be increased such 


that the LLD is much less than the Action Level. 


 


5.2.6 Gem Screening 


During actual performance of gem screening, 0.2 to 100 grams of gems are placed in a single layer in 


a counting dish which is slid under the detector window through a small opening in the 4” lead 


shielding.   The gems must be in a single layer to allow beta and gamma emissions from all gems to 


interact with the detector without being shielded by overlaying gems.  The size of the dish may range 


from 2” diameter (planchett) to an approximately 3” x 4” plate.  The entire dish must reside under 


the active area of the detector and the top of the gems must be within 0.5 cm of the detector window.   


 


Note: the gems are being analyzed as if a single gem is present even though many are present in the 


batch, therefore knowing the number of gems in the batch is not critical to the analysis. 


 


5.2.7 Calculation of Results 


An example calculation of the results of the screening count follow.  The sample and background 


counting times, efficiency and other parameters are estimated for this calculation.  Actual values 


determined at the time of the analysis will be used.   


 


Example parameters: 
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Sample Count time = 10 minutes               BKG Count time = 100 minutes 


 


Sample Mass = 100 g 


 


Sample Gross Count Rate = Rsample = Gross Sample Counts / tsample = 734 cts/10 min = 73.4 cpm 


 


Background Count Rate = RBKG = Gross BKG Counts / tBKG = 533 cts / 100 min = 5.3 cpm 


 


 


Sample Net Count Rate = Rsample – RBKG  =  73.4 – 5.3  =  68.1 cpm 


  


Std. Deviation of Net Count Rate = sqrt(Rsample/ tsample + RBKG/ tBKG) =  2.7 cpm 


 


Action Level (LCL) (for 100 g batch) =  568 cpm – 2 x 2.7 cpm =  563 cpm      As per Section 4.2.2 


  


LLD  =  (2.71 + 2 x 1.645 x SQRT(2 x 5.3 cpm / 10 min) = 6.1 cpm     


 


 


5.3 Screening Decision 


5.3.1 Comparison to Action Level 


For the example calculation in the section above, the Sample Net Count Rate (68.1 cpm) and the 


LLD (6.1 cpm) are both far less than the Action Level (563 cpm) therefore the sample passes and no 


further analysis is needed and a Certificate of Compliance will be issued.   


 


If the Sample Net Count Rate is near the Action Level (greater than 50% of the Action Level), an 


additional step is required as specified in the following section.  


 


5.3.2 1 out of 1000 Single Gem Probability 


Because the stones are analyzed in batches (each stone is not quantitatively measured), there is 


another NRC requirement that there is less than 1 chance out of 1000 that any individual outlier 


stone does not exceed 2 times the applicable 10CFR30.70 Schedule A maximum value (for single or 


multiple radionuclides).   


 


This requirement is met in this procedure by applying the following additional step: 


 


When a batch of gems causes a beta-gamma net count rate that exceeds 50% of the Action Level, the 


sample is spread out in a laboratory tray and manually scanned using a Ludlum Model 44-9, 44-7 or 


equivalent GM detector.  The scanning is conducted to find and remove any outlier gems that may be 


causing the elevated count rate.  After removal of the outlier gems, the batch is re-counted using the 


beta-gamma screening system and assessed as described in Section 5.3.1 above.  With no outliers 


present, the remaining gems would have a more uniform concentration, near the mean for the batch.   
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After removal of outliers, if the resulting net count is greater than the Action Level, then the 


laboratory manager will either issue a Notice of Rejection or will perform isotope identification 


using an HPGe spectrometer and, if beta emitters are suspected, beta absorption tests (see procedures 


later in this document).  If such further analysis is performed, the resulting concentrations shall be 


compared to the limits in 10CFR30.70 (using the sum of the ratios method if multiple nuclides are 


found).    


 


However, in most cases, a sample failing the screening test would be rejected without further 


spectroscopic analysis because no radioactivity should have been present in the first place given the 


low irradiation energies that should have been used by the accelerator facility.  
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5.4 Gamma Spectroscopic Analysis Procedure 


5.4.1 Introduction 


If a screening count reveals detectable radioactivity exceeding the Action Level count rate, the 


identification and quantification of gamma-emitting radionuclides in gemstones may be performed to 


determine if the gems’ radionuclide concentrations are within 10CFR30.70 Schedule A limits for 


gamma emitters.   


5.4.2 Equipment 


v High-purity germanium detector (HPGe) at least 10% efficient relative to a 3"x3" NaI detector 


(The detectors in use as of 2012 are a PGT N-type HPGe Model NIGC and an Ortec P-type HPGe 


Model GEM-10175) 


v Pb shield 6” thickness with graded Z inner lining (Canberra 777A, 4000 lbs) 


v Computer-based Multichannel analyzer (Ortec Trump 8K MCA Card) 


v HV Bias Supply and ADC (Canberra 1510)  


v A NIST-traceable  multi-line standard in the same geometry as used for the samples 


v Liquid Nitrogen 


 


5.4.3 Sample Preparation and Analysis 


1. Weigh the sample and record the net weight in the database.  


2. Place the sample into a 2” diameter petri dish or 200 ml jar, whichever is appropriate for the 


size of the sample.  If the sample size exceeds the volume of the container, the sample shall 


be split into smaller aliquots.   


3. Place the sample on top of the germanium crystal inside its shielded housing.  Keep a plastic 


liner between the sample container and the crystal. Close the shield door carefully and 


completely.  


4. Count the sample for 24 hours.  Refer to the computer software user's manual to initiate the 


counting sequence.  The software will acquire a spectrum, store it, and analyze it.  The results 


will be printed as a gamma spectrometric report.   


5. Transfer the radionuclide concentrations, uncertainties and MDA’s to a final analytical report 


format. 


6. If all of the concentration results are less than 10CFR30.70 Schedule A limits, then create a 


Certificate of Analysis so stating.  If any radionuclide result exceeds 10CFR30.70 Schedule A 


limits, then add a note to the analytical report indicating that the batch fails. 
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5.4.4 Background Counting 


To obtain background spectra for the spectroscopic analysis software, perform the following 


procedure: 


 1. Prepare a background sample consisting of distilled water using the same counting geometry 


as the sample(s) to be counted. 


 2. Count the background sample for 24 hours. 


 3. Refer to the computer software user's manual to initiate the counting sequence.  The software 


will acquire a spectrum, store it, and analyze it.  The results will be printed and/or transferred to the 


main sample database. 


 4. Enter the peak search results into the spectroscopy software's "peak background file".   


 5. The background procedure shall be conducted at least once per year or when the laboratory 


manager has reason to suspect a change in background has occurred. 


 


5.4.5 Calibration 


The detection system shall be calibrated using NIST-traceable radioactivity standards formed into the 


specific sample geometries to be used.  The typical geometries used are: 200 ml jar, 10 ml petri dish 


 


Perform the following procedure for each counting geometry used: 


1. Count the standard for at least 1800 seconds by initiating the system’s counting software.   


The software will acquire a spectrum and store it on disk. 


2. Perform a peak search, identification and quantification using the spectrum analysis software. 


3. If this is the first calibration for the geometry used, enter the new photopeak efficiencies into 


the spectroscopy software's efficiency file and perform the efficiency curve fit per the 


software manual instructions.  Subsequent counts of the standards for each geometry may be 


used as calibration checks, i.e., keep the original calibration curve in the efficiency file and 


only use the recent count to check the calibration compare them to the new photopeak 


efficiencies. 


 


An efficiency calibration shall be performed at least annually or when the laboratory manager has 


reason to suspect that the detector efficiency may have changed.   Energy calibrations also must be 


performed annually, however, more frequent energy calibration adjustment may be necessary should 


the peak identification software indicate that it is needed. 
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5.5 Beta Energy Determination 


 


If the screening count detects radioactivity in the sample greater than the LLD and a HPGe gamma 


analysis does not detect gamma emitters in sufficient quantity to account for the gross beta-gamma 


count rate, then the presence of a beta emitter is most likely.  To estimate the energy of the beta 


emission (and thus the identity of the nuclide), the sample is repeatedly counted with various 


thicknesses of aluminum absorbed present.  The half-value layer (HVL) of the emission is then 


calculated from the count rate data and compared to published values of beta emitter HVL’s for 


aluminum.  After identification of the beta emitter, its counting efficiency for the system used is then 


determined via use of a standard of similar beta energy.  The concentration of the nuclide in the 


sample is then calculated from the count rate, the efficiency, the self-absorption factor, and the 


system background. This concentration would be compared to the concentrations listed in 


10CFR30.70, Schedule A.   


 


In practice, such an analysis would only be performed for very valuable samples.  Batches failing the 


screening test would normally be rejected. 


 


 


 


5.6 Liquid Scintillation Analysis Procedure 


5.6.1 Introduction 


The liquid scintillation counter (LSC) is used for the determination of low level beta activity from 


wipe tests on cotton swab or filter paper samples used for surface contamination assessment on gems 


or package exteriors. 


5.6.2 Equipment 


v Liquid Scintillation Counter – Wallac model 1415 


v liquid scintillation fluid and dispenser 


v clear glass or translucent plastic (7 or 20 mL) counting vials 


v NIST-traceable radionuclide standards 


 


5.6.3 Wipe Test 


Each batch of gems received at the laboratory will be wipe-tested by swirling a cotton swab among 


the gems and on the inner walls of the container such that at least 100 cm
2
 of surface area is 


contacted with the swab.  The results will be reported in units of dpm per 100 cm
2
.   Therefore, if the 


total surface area contacted is estimated to be less than 100 cm
2
, then the actual surface area 


contacted shall be estimated and the surface activity reported accordingly.     
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The swab is considered to be a composite, semi-quantitative test of surface contamination on or 


associated with the gems.  The swab will be analyzed by liquid scintillation counting as shown in the 


following section. 


5.6.4 General LSC Counting Procedure 


 1. Enter the description of each of the samples (wipe tests, water samples, standard counts, 


background counts, etc.) under the next available ID number in the sample database or log book.  


Label empty sample vials with the corresponding log ID numbers.  Also enter any supporting data 


(e.g., date of count, customer number, standard information, etc.). 


 2. Samples: Place the samples into the vials being careful not to touch the sample or introduce 


any cross-contamination from forceps or pipettes.  Add 4 ml of scintillation fluid.  Ensure the 


exterior of the vials are free from scintillation fluid;  the vials may be cleaned with dry lab-wipes or 


other disposable paper towelettes before placing them into the LSC counting tray.  


 3. Background samples: Prepare one or more background vials by placing blank (non-


radioactive) sample media into vials. For wipe tests use a clean filter paper or cotton swab preferably 


from the same batch as those used for the samples to be counted  


 4. Standards: Prepare an efficiency (calibration) standard for the radionuclide to be counted (i.e. 


C-14) by placing blank sample media (filter paper or liquid) and a set volume (0.2 ml) of NIST 


traceable standard into the vial.    Note: Do not use single, sealed liquid standards because they most 


likely have different scintillation fluids and different quenching characteristics than actual samples.  


Using such standards can result in applying counting efficiencies much higher than the true 


efficiency for the samples.  If markedly different color or quench characteristics are observed from 


one sample to another, then efficiency determination may be performed via a quench correction 


curve using a series of quenched standards, however, this is not expected for wipe tests of gems. 


 5. Count the vials for a sufficient length of time to obtain the predetermined LLD necessary for 


the type of analysis being performed.  Typically, a 1-minute count is sufficient for achieving a 


minimum detectable activity of 3 pCi per sample on the Wallac 1415 LSC.  


 6. Calculate the final activities and/or concentrations for each sample and enter the results into 


the sample database.   


 7. The following formulas are to be used manually or in a computer program to calculate the 


results: 


 a. Eff = [STD (cpm)  -  BKG (cpm)] / STD (dpm) 


 b. Activity (dpm/100 cm
2
) = [SAMPLE(cpm) - BKG(cpm)]/[Eff*N]  


 c. SD (dpm/100 cm
2
) = sqrt(SAMPLE(cpm)/t + BKG(cpm)/t)/[Eff*N]  


 d. MDA (dpm/100 cm
2
) = (2.71+ 4.65 * sqrt(BKG(cpm) * t)) / [t * Eff * N]  


 e. Where:  Eff  =  efficiency (cpm/dpm)     


    N = area modifying factor if area wiped is < 100 cm
2
 


    SAMPLE = cpm of sample    
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    BKG = cpm of blank swab    


    SD = standard deviation, or counting error  


    STD (cpm) = standard count rate   


    STD (dpm) = activity (dpm) of standard    


    MDA = minimum detectable activity    


    t = sample and background counting time 


 


5.6.5 Assessment of Wipe Test Results 


 


Wipe test results exceeding 1000 dpm/100 cm
2
 shall be cause for rejection of the batch.  


 


 


6 Quality Assurance 


 1. Responsibility:  It is the responsibility of the laboratory manager to ensure that all the 


analysis and quality assurance procedures are followed and that all customer requests and regulatory 


requirements regarding laboratory analysis are addressed. 


 2. Quality Assurance Tests: Quality assurance checks of the various analyses performed consist 


of: 


 a. Spiked samples:  The analysis of spiked samples provides an assessment of the accuracy of 


the laboratory.  A calibrated spiked sample is counted at least monthly for all of the analysis methods 


in use (i.e., within 30 days prior to the day the analytical method is used).  The spiked sample must 


be a matrix containing a known quantity of the main nuclide of interest (C-14 or other radionuclide 


as appropriate for the analysis).  The concentration of the spiked sample shall be less than Schedule 


A limit for that radionuclide.  


 b. Duplicate sample analysis:  Duplicate counts shall be performed on 5% of the samples 


analyzed to provide an estimate of the precision of the analysis.  


 c. Blanks:  Blanks are essentially background samples that consist of an empty sample holder or 


known clean matrix.  Such analyses provide evidence of proper sample handling and provide means 


to calculate the sensitivity of the type of analysis.  Blanks shall be performed at least monthly for all 


of the analysis methods in use (i.e., within 30 days prior to the day the analytical method is used).  . 


 3. Control Charts:  Control charts shall be maintained to track the results of spike (standard), 


duplicate, and background analyses.  The charts shall show the means and 3-sigma uncertainty 


values.  Measurements of either variable exceeding +/- 3-sigma (control limit) shall result in an 


investigation of the operability of the equipment.  Non-operability (values beyond +/- 3- sigma) shall 


be reported to the company president immediately who must implement corrective actions or 


determine the reason for the non-operability.  Control charts shall be kept in a labeled binder or on 


computer. 
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 4. Calibration:  Calibration of the counting systems shall be performed using NIST-traceable 


standards on an annual basis.  Calibration standards are normally higher activity than the spiked 


samples discussed in 2.a. above. 


 5. QA Review - The laboratory manager shall review the QA data with comparisons to the 


above guides at least on a quarterly basis.  If the laboratory fails to meet any one of these guides, then 


the laboratory manager shall notify the company president in writing.  The notification shall include 


the test results in question and an explanation of the criteria used to initiate this action.  Actions 


necessary to correct the problem will be taken immediately.   The laboratory must comply with the 


following criteria for each type of quality control check:  


 a. blanks and spike / standard analysis: the results must be less than +/-3-sigma of the mean (the 


mean and standard deviation are calculated from the previous twenty results). 


 b. duplicates: 90% of the results must fall within 2 standard deviations of each other;  


  


7 Disposition of Samples 
 


Gemstone samples receiving a Certificate of Analysis will be returned to the main office in New 


York City and then distributed to manufacturers or retailers.  Gemstones failing the analysis 


(receiving a Notice of Rejection) shall be return-shipped to their origin or shall be placed into storage 


for decay or as radioactive waste.  If the gems are deemed to be waste, it shall be transferred to a 


licensed radioactive waste broker for disposal when the quantity exceeds 4 gallons or every 2 years, 


whichever occurs first.  Previously rejected gems stored for decay may be reanalyzed to determine if 


radionuclide concentrations have been reduced to acceptable levels. 


 


8 Record Keeping 
All results, raw data, quality assurance data, calibrations and calculations shall be recorded and kept 


on file for 5 years. 
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APPENDIX 


 


Photos of Gem Screening Tests 
 


 


 


Figure 1 –Ludlum Measurements, Inc. Detector Proposed for Gross Beta Gamma Screening 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 2 – Simulated Gems in Petri Dish for Analysis Tests 
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Figure 3 – Photo of One of the Gem Screening Detector Tests Conducted (Lead shield partially disassembled for photo) 


 


 






